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CALIFORNIA'S TREATMENT OF A
FOREIGN JURISDICTION'S SERIES LLCs

The concept of a series LLC ("Series LLC") has been adopted from the off

shore mutual fund industry, where segregated portfolio companies and pro-

tected cell companies have been in existence for quite some time. The concept

exists in such countries as Guernsey, the British Virgin Islands, Bermuda, the

Cayman Islands, Mauritius, and Belize. In the United States, the concept of a

Series LLC was introduced in Delaware in 1996.' The Delaware Series LLC

statute was enacted for the mutual fund industry, as an extension of the series

fund concept.2 • Series LLC legislation has been adopted in Oklahoma,3 Iowa,4

Illinois,s Utah,6 Tennessee,7 and Nevada.8 All the states with a series LLC statute

modeled their laws on the Delaware law, with some deviations in the Illinois leg-

islation (discussed below). Because most series LLC statutes are similar to

Delaware, Delaware series laws will be used to frame this analysis.• Title 18,

Delaware Code, § 18-215(a) provides:

A limited liability company agreement may establish or provide for the estab
lishment of 1 or more designated series of members, managers or limited
liability company interests having separate rights, powers or duties with
respect to specified property or obligations of the limited liability company
or profits and losses associated with specified property or obligations, and any
such series may have a separate business purpose or investment objective.
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tor's ability to reach all of the assets of
the LLC, or will the court apply Cali
fornia law and disregard the internal
shield of the series? This question is
traditionally known as the "choice of
law" analysis and has been codified in
California, with respect to LLCs, in Cor
porations Code § 17450(a).

Section 17450(a) provides that "the
laws of the state... under which a foreign
limited liability company is organized
shall govern its organization and internal
affairs and the liability and authority of
its managers and members." The statute
addresses two distinct sub- issues of
choice of law: (i) when will California
follow the laws of a foreign jurisdiction
with respect to the internal affairs of an
LLC (generally known as the "internal
affairs" doctrine); and (ii) when will Cal
ifornia follow the laws of a foreign juris
diction with respect to holding managers
and members personally liable.

The internal affairs doctrine has been
interpreted to apply only to the internal
affairs of a legal entity, its internal struc
ture and workings, and should have no
impact on anyone outside of the legal
entity.18 In a recent unpublished opinion,
interpreting Cal. Corp. Code § 17450(a),
a federal district court concluded that
the internal affairs doctrine, as codified
in § 17450(a), "does not apply to dis
putes that include people or entities that

Recognition of the
Internal Shield by California
The major argument against the use
of Series LLCs is the uncertainty of the
recognition of the internal shield by a
foreign state (like California) that does
not have a Series LLC enabling statute.
States that have enacted Series LLC
legislation usually expressly recognize
the internal shield of Series LLCs
formed in other states.17

If a Series LLC registers to do business
in California or is involved in litigation
in California, will a California court
apply Delaware law and limit a credi-

The major argument
against the use of

Series LLCs is

tract, hold title to assets, grant securi
ty interests, sue and be sued and oth
erwise conduct business and exercise
the powers of a limited liability com
pany... "12 Illinois specifically requires
that each series of an LLC be desig
nated on the articles of organization
and levies an additional $50 filing fee
for each registered series. 13

The other five states that have enact
ed series LLC legislation do not treat
Series LLCs as separate entities and do
not allow Series LLCs to enter into con
tracts or sue or be sued.

Delaware provides that to achieve
the liability
segregation
that the
Series LLC
affords (the "internal
shield"), the LLC must
keep a separate set of
books and records for each series, and
have a series enabling statement in its
Certificate of Formation.

The following additional character
istics of a series LLC should be noted:
1. Each series may have different

members and managers, and the
members of one series may have
different rights, powers, and duties
from members of other series.

2, Each series may have a different
business purpose or investment
objective.

3. Statutory restrictions on distribu
tions are applied separately to each
series.14

4. If a member redeems an interest in
one series, he or she does not cease
being a member of any other
series. 15

5. A series may be terminated with
out dissolving the LLC. 16

Series LLCs offer the advantages of
cost savings and simplified adminis
tration. If an owner of multiple parcels
of real estate can use one Series LLC
instead of multiple LLCs, it allows for
an effective reduction of filing fees,
annual franchise taxes, legal fees con
nected to drafting operating agree
ments, and possibly accounting fees.
Because Series LLCs exist in a few
states and there is no case law exam
ining Series LLCs, several open ques
tions remain as to their viability in
other states. Here we will focus on the
viability of a Series LLC in California.

Section 18-215(b) provides:

... if separate and distinct records
are maintained for any such series
and the assets associated with any
such series are held ... and account
ed for separately from the other
assets of the limited liability com
pany, or any other series thereof, and
if the limited liability company
agreement so provides, and if notice
of the limitation on liabilities of a
series as referenced in this subsec
tion is set forth in the certificate of
formation of the limited liability
company, then the debts, liabilities,
obligations and expenses incurred,
contracted for or otherwise existing
with respect to a particular series
shall be enforceable against the assets
of such series only, and not against
the assets of the limited liability
company generally or any other
series ... [Emphasis added.]

Jacob Stein (jacob@lataxlawyers.com) is a partner in
the Los Angeles law firm Klueger & Stein, LLP. Mr.
Stein is a Certified Tax Law Specialist and focuses his
practice on tax planning and asset protection plan
ning. Mr. Stein has previously written for us in these
pages. For another discussion of Series LLCs, see
Grob & Hannawa, who wrote on this subject in the
March/April number of this Journal, in an article
entitled, "Federal Tax Status of a Series Limited Lia
bility Company" 10 BET (March/April 08) 24.

Until recently, Delaware treated
Series LLCs as merely a bookkeeping
concept; the series were not granted
the power to sue, enter into contracts,
etc.9 The Delaware legislature passed
Senate Bill 96 that went into effect on
8/1/07, and expanded the powers giv
en to a series. For example, a series can
now enter into contracts, hold title to
assets, grant liens and security interests,
and sue or be sued. 10

In several other respects, Series
LLCs are not treated by Delaware as
separate entities. For example, Series
LLCs are not separately registered and
they cannot merge or consolidate with
other entities, convert into other enti
ty types, or domesticate to another
jurisdiction. The Delaware Division of
Corporations will not provide a sepa
rate certificate of good standing for
each series.

Illinois has taken a much clearer
stance on treating Series LLCs as sep
arate entities. Illinois law specifically
states that a series of an LLC "shall be
treated as a separate entity to the extent
set forth in the articles of organiza
tion,"11 and then also provides that
each series may "in its own name, con-
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I. The holders of interest in each series
are limited to the assets of that series
upon redemption. liquidation, or
termination, and may share in the
income only of that series.

2. Under state law, the payment of the
expenses, charges, and liabilities of
each series is limited to assets of
that series.

whether each series should be a separate
partnership or corporation for income
tax purposes. If the LLC is taxed as a dis
regarded entity. the treatment of each
series for income tax purposes is moot,
everything is disregarded.

The proper income tax treatment of
Series LLCs may also depend on the
underlying state statute. For example, an
Illinois Series LLC is more likely to be
treated as an aggregation of multiple tax
entities than a Nevada Series LLC. If a
Nevada Series LLC has identical mem
bers and managers in each series. the
same voting and distribution rights, but
different assets with liability segregation.
arguing for multiple tax-entity status
would be difficult. Even under the pre
check-the-box rules. finding separate tax
entities solely because of liability segre
gation seems like a stretch. Under the

check-the-box rules, the
argument becomes even
more difficult.

The check
the-box rules
apply to "busi
ness entities:'26

The regulations do
not define a "busi
ness entity" and it

is not clear, except in Illinois. whether a
series of an LLC would be deemed an
entity under the applicable state law.

California Franchis. Taxes. The FTB
has issued instructions to Forms 568
and 3522 directing taxpayers to pay a
separate $800 franchise tax for each
series of an LLC. 27 Additionally, the
FTB included more specific instruc
tions in Publication 3556. Tax Infor
mation for Limited Liability Companies:

For purposes of filing in California,
each series within a Series LLC must
file a separateForm 568. Limited lia
bility Company Return of Income,
and pay its separate LLC annual tax
and fee if it is registered or doing
business in California, and both of
the following apply:

eraI income
tax rules. 22

Consequent
ly, for income tax purposes. California
will treat each series as a separate taxpayer
only if for federal income tax purposes
each series should be treated as a sepa
rate taxpayer.

There are no federal cases or rulings
dealing with income tax treatment of
Series LLCs. Because Series LLCs are
conceptually similar to series trusts,
some guidance can be gleaned from the
tax treatment of series trusts. In one Tax
Court case. the separate series of a trust
were each held to be separate regulated
investment companies. and therefore
separate entities for income tax pur
poses.23 The Service has adopted this
approach to all series trustS.24

Comparing a Series LLC to a series
trust would be a fallacy. Trusts and LLCs
are taxed differently. For example, an
LLC. under the "check-the-box" rules,
can be taxed as a disregarded entity. a
partnership. or a corporation.25 If the
LLC is taxed as a partnership or a cor
poration, one could further investigate

may have in the assets of the non-debtor
series. It is possible to hypothesize a
situation that would allow a California
court to find an "overriding interest" in
applying its own law.

Until this question is litigated in
California, the viability of Series LLCs
owning California assets or transacting
business in California will remain in
question. However, if the choice is
between using one LLC to own multi
ple properties and one Series LLC to
own multiple properties, there is no
disadvantage in using a Series LLC,
and all of the possible liability segre
gation advantages of a series structure
(if upheld in a California courtroom).

California Income Taxation. For
income tax purposes. the California Fran
chise Tax Board (the FTB) piggy-backs
its treatment of legal entities on the fed-

business in California would not be able
to rely on the internal affairs doctrine to
retain its internal liability shield in Cal
ifornia. The analysis then necessarily
reverts back to the traditional common
law "choice of law" scrutiny that has been
summarized as follows: "The local law
of the state of incorporation will be
applied unless application of the local
law of some other state is required by
reason of the overriding interest of that
other state in the issue to be decided:'21

California has never articulated an
"overriding interest" or any other pub
lic policy grounds to disregard the inter
nal shield of Series LLCs. That. however,
does not mean that such an interest or
policy does not exist. This determina
tion will be made by the courts on a
case-by-case basis; the court would
weigh the injuries suffered by a Cali
fornia plaintiff, and how disregarding
the internal shield would help remedy
such injuries, against the interests that
members of other (non-debtor series)

are not part of the LLC'19 A similar con
clusion was reached by another federal
district court which held that the inter
nal affairs doctrine "recognizes that only
one state should have the authority to
regulate a[n] LLC's internal affairs. Dif
ferent conflicts principles apply, howev
er, where the rights of third parties
external to the [LLC] are at issue."2o

The second clause (governing liabil
ity of managers and members) is clear
ly inapplicable in a Series LLC analysis.
With a Series LLC, the issue is not
whether a plaintiff or a creditor can pierce
the LLC and reach the personal assets of
the member, but whether a creditor of
an LLC should be limited to only some
of the assets of the LLC because the rest
are sequestered in separate series.

The above analysis of § 17450(a) sug
gests that a Series LLC registered to do

the uncertainly of the recognition
of the internal shield by a foreign
state that does not have a Series
LLC enabling statute.
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Note that Publication 3556 applies
only if the requirements set forth above
apply. The requirements are actually
more numerous: members are limited
only to the assets of their respective
series on a liquidating event, members
may not share in the income of the oth
er series, and the payment of expens
es of each series is limited to the assets
of that series. Many Series LLCs can
be structured so as to fail one or sev
eral of the above requirements with
out sacrificing the internal shield.

For example, assume each series of a
Series LLC is owned by brothers Abe
and Ben. The LLC provides that Abe
and Ben share in all of the income of all
of the series and all of the assets of all
of the series on liquidation. So long as
Abe and Ben maintain separate books
and records for each series, the internal
shield survives intact (the separate books
and records is the only requirement for
the internal shield, all other provisions
are discretionary). Consequently, Abe
and Ben are not subject to multiple fran
chise taxes on their Series LLC.

It is also important to remember that
the instructions in these forms merely
express the FTB's position and are not
a statement.of the law. As the analysis
below suggests, the position adopted by
the FTB is devoid of any legal substance.

The FTB has not publicly disclosed
the substance behind its position on
Series LLCs. The author, over the past
two years, has engaged in written cor
respondence with various FTB attor
neys concerning the franchise tax
treatment of Series LLCs. Based on that
correspondence, the FTB's position is
based on the following arguments:
1. For income tax purposes, the series

of an LLC may be treated as sepa-

1 6 Del. Code § 18-215 It should be noted that
Delaware also provides for series limited partner
ships. 6 Del. Code § 17-218Ib). and series statu
tory trusts. 12 Del. Code § 3804(a)

2 The concept of a series fund dates back to the
Investment Company Act of 1940.

3 18 Okla. Stat. § lB-2054A

4 Iowa Code § 490A305.

5 805 ILCS § 180/37-40.

6 Utah Code Ann. § 48-2c-606.

7 Tenn. Code Ann. § 4B-249-309

8 NRS § 86.291.

9 See, e.g., H.R. 528, Section 9, 70 Del. Law Ch.
36011996) "a limited liability company may prOVide
that such series shall be treated in many important
respects as if the series were a separate limited
liability company... " [Emphasis Added.]
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rate tax entities (see discussion
above).

2. A series of an LLC is treated as a sep
arate "limited liability company" pur
suant to Rev. and Tax. Code §
17941(d).

3. Cal. Corp. Code § 17450(a) does not
apply to an LLC's classification for
tax purposes.
Let us examine each of these argu

ments. The FTB first argues that Rev.
and Tax. Code § 23038(b)(2)(B)(ii) and
(iii) mandates the classification of a
business entity for California tax pur
poses to be in line with the federal enti
ty classification rules. This argument
makes no sense because the above Rev.
and Tax. Code sections deal with the
classification of a business entity as a
corporation v. a partnership v. a disre
garded entity. These sections do not
address whether a business entity exists
in the first place.

The FTB then argues that because
for income tax purposes each series may
be treated as either a separate tax part
nership or a separate corporation (see
discussion above), California has the
ability to subject each series to a sepa
rate franchise tax. This is a wishful leap
of reasoning.

Rev. and Tax. Code § 17941(a)
authorizes the $800 minimum tax on
each LLC registered with the state. The
statute specifically refers to a "limited
liability company." There are no refer
ences to income tax partnerships, cor
porations, disregarded entities, etc. The
only relevant test is whether a series is
a "limited liability company." How it may
be taxed for income tax purposes is
entirely irrelevant.

To further illustrate this point, com
pare a series of an LLC to a general part-

10 6 Del. Code § lB-215(c)

11 805 ILCS § 180/37-40Ibl.

12 Id.

13 8051LCS § 180/50-10
14 6 Del. Code § lB-215(h)

15 6 Del. Code § 1B-215(i).
16 6 Del. Code § 1B-215(j).

17 See. e.g., 6 Del. Code § 19-215(m).

18 Bishop & Kleinberg, Limited Liability Companies.'
Tax and Business Law. 6.08141 IWGL 2007), cit
ing Restatement 12d) of Conflicts of Laws,
Section 302, comment a (1971)

19 Butler v. Adoption Media, LLC, Not Reported in F.
Supp 2d, 2005 WL 2077484 (N D Cal. 2005),

20 Chrysler Corp. v. Ford Motor Co., 972 F. Supp.
1097 1103-04 (DC Mich., 19971.

21 Restatement (2d) of Conflicts of Laws section
302, Comment b (1971)

22 Rev. and Tax. Code § § 230381bH2HBHii) and (iii).
See also § § 17851 and 238005.

23 Nat. Sec. & Research Corp. Stock Invest. Trusts
13TC 884 (1949). It is not clear how the analysis
of this case fares in light of the later-adopted
"check-the-box" rules discussed below

24 Rev. Rul. 55-416. 1955-1 CB 416; Ltr Ruls.
9837005,9847013,9435015.

25 Reg. 3017701-3.

26 Reg. 3017701-2.

27 The $800 annual franchise tax is imposed under
the authority of Rev. andTax. Code § 17941(a).

28 Corp. Code § 17001 (t).

29 Corp. Code § 17001 (q).

30 Rev. and Tax. Code § 17941Id).
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nership. A general partnership is treat
ed as a partnership for income tax pur
poses and is therefore an entity for
income tax purposes. Yet, California
does not impose a franchise tax on a
general partnership, because it is not an
entity chartered by any state.

That brings us to FTB's next con
tention: a series is a "limited liability
company" for purposes of § 17941 (a).

California statutes define a "limited
liability company" as an entity that is
organized under the California limited
liability company act,28 and a "foreign

LLCS AND LLPS

limited liability company" is defined
as an entity organized under the laws
of a foreign state or country.29 The
statutes provide, further, that in order
to form an LLC, articles of organization
must be filed with the Secretary of
State. For franchise tax purposes specif
ically, an LLC is defined as an organi
zation "that is formed by one or more
persons under the law of [California],
any other country, or any other state, as
a "limited liability company" and that
is not taxable as a corporation for Cal
ifornia tax purposes."30

If the FTB wants to argue that a series
of an LLC is a separate LLC, then under
the above test, the series must be formed
as an LLC. That is never the case.

An LLC cannot be created without
the consent of a Secretary of State of
some state. The existence of an LLC does
not commence until the articles are filed
and a charter is issued. Because no arti
cles of organization are ever filed for a
series of an LLC (with the exception of
Illinois), a series of an LLC should nev
er be an LLC under California law. None
of the series jurisdictions include the
series within the definition of an LLC.

The FTB concludes its arguments by
claiming that Corp. Code § 17450(a)
does not apply to classifying an LLC for
tax purposes, which is certainly true.
But § 17450(a) does apply in deter
mining how the state of organization
treats the series of an LLC. If, for exam
ple, Delaware does not treat a series as
a separate limited LLC, California should
respect that treatment and under Rev.
and Tax. Code § 17941 (d) cannot assess
the franchise tax.

While § 17450 is discussed in more
detail above, recall that this section forces
California to respect the laws of a foreign
jurisdiction with respect to the internal
affairs of a legal entity. Pursuant to the
internal affairs doctrine, the laws of the
organizing state control the inner work
ings of a legal entity. Determining
whether a legal entity constitutes one
LLC or multiple LLCs appears to relate
to the legal entity's structure, and there
fore its internal affairs.

In the case of a Series LLC, all enti
ties in the series comprise one limited lia
bility company under the applicable
enabling statute, not multiple LLCs
(again, with the exception of Illinois).
Consequently, the FTB's position that
each series is a separate LLC appears to
be in conflict with the California statutes.

The FTB's position is further weak
ened in cases where the Series LLC
owns only a few assets in California and
transacts its business mostly elsewhere.
Assume an Iowa Series LLC has 50
series in existence. Forty-nine own real
estate in France, and one owns a hot
dog stand in Los Angeles. Because the
hot dog series would not be able to
obtain a certificate of good standing
from Iowa, it would not be able to reg
ister with the (Continued on page 64)
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(Continued from page 21) California Sec
retary of State as a foreign entity. The
Series LLC itself would need to register,
and according to the FTB would then be
liable for $40,000 of franchise taxes. This
argument is likely to fail on constitu
tional grounds, but only if a taxpayer lit
igates. Until then, many taxpayers will
continue to follow the FTB's instructions
and pay unwarranted franchise taxes.

Some commentators have suggest
ed that the FTB's position with respect
to the Series LLC franchise tax is not
"completely objective."31 This author
believes that the FTB's position is so
devoid of legal merit and is so self
serving so as to be shameful.

Recognition of the Internal Shield.

The ability of a series of an LLC to seek
bankruptcy protection is an unresolved
question. Bankruptcy laws allow indi
viduals, partnerships, and corporations
(and by extension, LLCs) to seek bank
ruptcy protection.32 In series enabling
states other than Illinois, series are not
treated as separate entities (although
Delaware comes close to that). Series
appear to be nothing more than a
bookkeeping concept, a virtual walled
off part of an LLC. That may suggest
that only the LLC can file for bank
ruptcy protection, not one of its series.

This analysis may be different in
Illinois, where series are afforded the
status of separate entities.

The next relevant question is
whether a series of an LLC can transact
business in another state without the
LLC itself transacting business in such
state? The answer to this question
depends on whether a series is treated
as a separate business entity. Under the
Illinois series legislation, a series is
expressly authorized to transact busi
ness on its own: "If a limited liability
company with a series does not regis
ter to do business in a foreign jurisdic-

31 McLaughlin & Ely, "Series LLCs: Many State Tax
Questions Are Raised but Few Answers Are Yet
Available;' 9 BET (Jan/Feb 07) 36.

32 11 U.S.C. section 109(a), ICLNDS Notes
Acquisition, LLC. 259 B.R. 289, 292 (Bankr. N.D.
Ohio 2001).

33 805 ILCS § 180/37-40(n).

34 Northwest Energetic Services, LLC v. California
Franchise Tax Board, 71 Cal Rptr.3d 642
(1/31/08).
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tion for itself and certain of its series, a
series of a limited liability company
may itself register to do business as a
limited liability company in the foreign
jurisdiction in accordance with the laws
of the foreign jurisdiction."33 In
Delaware and other similar Series LLC
jurisdictions, series are not treated as
separate business entities (although
Delaware now allows each series to enter
into contracts on its own), which would
imply that a series on its own may not
register in a foreign state.

Registration in a foreign state is
available only to those entities that
possess a charter (such as Articles of
Organization) from their home state.
While Illinois issues an equivalent of a
charter to each series, Delaware and
the other series states do not. Conse
quently, a series of a Delaware Series

LLC would not be able to register with
the State of California, all the LLCs
would need to register.

Similarly, if one series of a Series
LLC transacts business in a foreign state,
would that mean that the foreign state
would acquire jurisdiction and taxa
tion powers over the entire LLC and all
of its series or only those series trans
acting business in the foreign state? The
answer again depends on whether the
series is treated as a separate entity.

Conclusion
The FTB, in a fashion familiar to Cal
ifornia's taxpayers, has overstepped its
authority in its treatment of Series
LLCs. Maybe it will take another tax
payer like Northwest Energetic34 to
convince the FTB to follow the law.•
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